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Weird
Butterfingers

intro(Solo first)

Verse:
B5       F#5           G#5 
Show the way from down below
     E5           B5
Welcome home i d feel above
     E5          G#5         F#5  E5
Putting those who never shower with my advice

B5     F#5           G#5
And I tried a little weird
     E5           B5
Feelin  lost inside myself
     E5            G#5     
No one know how better it gets
F#5            E5     
Sometimes one day

Chorus:
F#5         E5
Handful of house
F#5         E5     
Show it all out
         F#5          E5 
While i m figuring out why
F#5     E5       B5(with the main riff and solo...) 
No one cares but bliss

Verse:
B5     F#5           G#5     
Nothing is as good as gold
              E5                B5
Some things just get strap and sprain
           E5          G#5     F#5  E5     
As silvery as the open life we know below
B5     F#5            G#5
And I tried a little weird
         E5        B5
Feelin  sorry for myself
        E5             G#5     F#5         E5 
Nobody knows when we meet again someplace somewhere

Chorus:
F#5            E5



Stranded on an isle
F#5          E5
Feeling of the four of us
F#5           E5     F#5  E5         B5(with the solo...)
Figuring out just why no one cares but bliss

Bridge:
    E5
I m tired and I m gonna sleep

(Everytime while the background vocals come in play...E5 F#5 G#5)
(then the last line will always end with ...E5 F#5 B5)
Background vocals :

Stranded on an isle
Feeling the four of us
Figuring out why no one care
Stranded on an isle
Feeling the four of us
Figuring out why no one care X 3
Not comin  out !

Hoooo...woooo..
And I tried a little weird
Feelin  lost within myself
No one knows when we ll meet again sometime today

Handful of house
Show it all out 
While i m figuring out why 
No one cares but bliss

Background vocals :
Wants to be free X 2

I m tired and i m gonna sleep...

background vocals :
Figuring out why no one care
Never coming out
Heaven knows my name
Figuring out why no one care X3
Wants to be free X 7

suggested chords
Definition:
     E5     Ab or G#5     B5     
e-------x------------------------
B-------x-----------------------
G-------1---------x---------------
D-------2---------x-----------x---



A-------2---------6-----------9----
E-------0---------4-----------7----


